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How to remember: the 'sociotransmitters' in the construction of memories

Like Sahrazad's One-Thousand-and-One-Night fable, storytelling in our society is

fundamental to survival. Through narratives – these vocalizations of memory – we are

able not only to give continuity, but also to rework, share and transmit experiences.

Characterized by fluidity (and therefore not linear), they reveal the social and affective

references of those who profess them. They are, consequently, closely linked to the

concept of identity, as in the case of the former railways of Mariana and Ouro Preto, in

Minas Gerais, Brazil. This group, whose testimonies were recorded between the years of

2006 and 2009 within the framework of the Program of Heritage Education Trem da

Vale, is formed mostly by men who worked in Rede Ferroviária Federal SA, in the cities

mentioned above, during the second half of the twentieth century. Through the

analysis of their testimonies, it was possible to identify the devices that transmit and

evoke their memories. Aspects such as the name, signs and sounds of the railway and

also the relationship with the locomotives, demonstrate an informal technical

knowledge; intrinsically linked to the family environment and which allows, when

combined with the concept of local history and in the light of social anthropology, to

infer about the collective memory of these workers. These are characteristics that

guarantee cohesion to the group and that give the feeling of belonging to a past in

common. Based on such premises, this communication intends to discuss the

construction of the identities of the workers of Mariana and Ouro Preto through these

sociotransmitters of memory.
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Comparison of oral history interviews and books of memories as two different

sources of historical knowledge (case study from the research on Czechoslovak

Airlines in the 1970s-1980s)

Reflecting the Czech context today, oral history is already a well-entrenched method of

getting knowledge about our history as well as a respected historical source sui generis.

Its specifics – mainly subjectivity and the fact that memory is not a passive depository

of facts but rather an active process of creation of meanings, as Alessandro Portelli says

– represent a great advantage and also a great challenge of oral history using (often

they are also a subject of criticism or distrust of the method). The paper grasps these

two sides of the coin and compares oral history sources with other personal narratives –

published books of personal memories. Thematically it is embedded in the air transport

branch and the related topic of traveling during the state socialism in Czechoslovakia,

i.e. 1948–1989; with respect to the interviews and books available it reflects mainly the

period of the 1970s and 1980s, that one of so-called normalization (which actually

means a return back to the situation before reform achievements of 1968). Having both

interviews and published memories personal and subjective character, their

comparison will reveal not only what is (is not) hidden in various types of personal

testimonies, but also a different approach to the perception and (self )representation of

the past within this to a great extent exceptional group of people (those who could

travel behind the Iron Curtain).
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Documenting Judeo-Spanish culture and language through life stories:

methodological choices in the Judeo-Spanish Oral Archive (JSOA) project

Giving efficient access to on-line collections of oral histories implies providing the

appropriate documentation instruments, enabling users to access the information they

are seeking. This principle is particularly true when dealing with narratives of life stories,

for they are by nature varied. The present paper will examine different ways through

which a curator can comply with this requirement. A special focus will be drawn on the

case of voluminous collections for oral archives, such is the case of the Judeo-Spanish

Oral Archive (JSOA), documenting present-day Judeo-Spanish communities and

language. Initially an institution-specific project limited to France (hosted at the

CNRS/COCOON server), the scope of the JSOA has been constantly enlarged, thanks to

the documentation methodology it adopted. JSOA will soon document Sephardic

culture worldwide.

I will firstly show how an OAI-PMH, controlled vocabulary-based metadata structure has

proved a sound argument for convincing peers to entrust JSOA curators the oral history

resources they produced. I will also depict how the aforementioned metadata structure

allows users to access the specific information they are looking for, spanning from

different aspects of culture (language, song, beliefs, identity) to historical aspects such

as economic history, migration, war, persecution, Shoah, and survival of both individual

and communities.

At a second stage, I will address the more difficult question of assessing documentation

instruments adopted or envisaged in the frame of the JSOA. If, as stressed, the OAI-PMH

protocol has proved very helpful to structure metadata, the minimal compliance with

this protocol does not enable JSOA curators to provide as a detailed account of the oral

history narratives as they would have wished. To overcome this problem, it is necessary

to significantly enrich the description tools adopted at the beginning of the project.

This is the major transformation the JSOA is currently undergoing. Il will be accounted

for.
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Contextualising Oral History Methodology: A Case Study of theWiener Library

Holocaust Testimony Collections

In 1955, the Wiener Library in London began collecting eyewitness accounts from

survivors of and witnesses to Nazi tyranny in Europe. Predating the advent of academic

oral history, this was one of the first Holocaust testimony projects to utilise the oral

interview as a means by which to respond to a perceived need to create a documentary

record of personal experiences, where such a record did not yet exist. I will examine the

background of this project in order to demonstrate how the methodology employed in

the process was shaped by the historical and historiographical context within which the

project was conceived, before utilising a close textual analysis of a select number of

testimonies from the collection to demonstrate the impact of methodology on

testimonial material on a micro level.

Deriving my argument from the emerging discourse in oral history theory about the

importance of the (re)contextualisation of archived oral histories for (re)use, I will use

this example to make the case for a particular kind of recontextualisation of archived

oral histories that is more conscious of the influence of methodology on content than I

believe is currently the case, and which remains sensitive to the ethical issues

associated with the subject matter. Moreover, in situating this collection in a

chronology of Holocaust oral history which begins with the report-style interviewing of

survivors in the immediate aftermath of the event and ends with the large-scale oral

history 'salvage' projects and survivor 'holograms' of the present day, I will demonstrate

how contextual analyses of archived oral history collections also provide an

opportunity for us to observe and analyse our own changing relationship to the

Holocaust as an historical event and to oral history as a means by which an event can be

recorded in the present and accessed in the future.
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The Collaborative Archive: oral history as life writing in communities, the

classroom and in literature

This paper will explore the role of collaborative life writing at the intersection of

community, literary and academic contexts. The focus will be on the work of the MyLife

Archive at the European University Viadrina's Archive for Human Destinies at the

Polish-German border, as well as my experience utilizing MyLife's core tenets in my own

literary work and in border communities in the United States. The paper critically

reflects on the realities of implementing the MyLife methodology, which aims to record

the entirety of a human life story, through a long-form interview process, from which a

biographical narrative is collaboratively produced with the interviewee. It outlines the

MyLife Tucson project, which worked at the U.S-Mexican border with individuals from

local indigenous, refugee, and immigrant communities affected by forced removal and

relocation. The paper will also draw on my experience teaching collaborative life

writing, and especially MyLife's methodology, as a literature class at a regional college

close to the US–Canadian border, where students engage in critical reading, writing,

and discussions, alongside a service learning component. In this academic context,

where the course vacillates between the classroom and the community, students

question the problems and potentiality of integrating oral history into the works of

literature, such as in Svetlana Alexievich's, Voices from Chernobyl: The Oral History of a

Nuclear Disaster, while discerning their own guidelines in adapting and representing

their field work. Students thereby explore how collaborative life writing may function

as an act of resistance to dominant histories. The paper will close with reflections on

adapting oral histories into literature as part of my own creative practice.
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